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Project Expenditure 

Project expenditure is summarized in the table below. The project was completed without exceeding the original 
budget. There was no variation in overall expenditure between headings greater than 10%. Only one change 
was requested: to delay some expenditure until 2005/2006. The reason for the request was the disruption 
associated with the "orange revolution". That change was agreed by the Darwin Initiative. The expenditure 
delayed in that way is shown in the column "2005/06". The minus figure for travel in 2004/05 represents a 
correction of earlier expenditure incorrectly attributed to travel. 

Project expenditure summary (£) 

Total Darwin Grant: £165,600 
Annual Darwin Grant: 
2002/2003 £52,000 
2003/2004 £48,300 
2004/2005 £59,340 
2005/2006 £5,960 (withheld until submission of final report) 

Expenditure details 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 Total 

Rents, rates, heating, lighting, 
cleaning & overheads (CABI) 

Salaries (CABI) 

Salaries, rents, rates, heating, 
lighting, cleaning & overheads 
(Ukraine) 

Postage, telephone, stationery 

Travel, subsistence 

Printing 

Conferences, seminars, 
capital items / other 

Project Operation and Partnerships 

Local partners 

For most of the life of this project, seven local partners - the same number as originally proposed - were 
involved. The main and most active partners (main r0les in parentheses) were Dr Andrianova (capacity building), 
Dr Hayova (sustainable tourism), Dr Heluta (steppe conservation in Donetsk oblast'), Dr lsikov (steppe 
conservation in Crimea), Ms Krivomaz (military liaison, civilian side), Dr Tykhonenko (seed bank development) 
and Col. Kovalevskyi (military liaison, military side). In addition, at a lower level of activity, Dr Genov 
(Khomutovski Steppe Nature Reserve), Mr S.L. Kuznetsov (Opuk Nature Reserve), Dr Kachynsky (Institute for 
Strategic Studies) and Col. Sytnik (Ministry of Defence of Ukraine} were also involved. The fact that three 
participants from the military side could be regarded as partners by the end of the project is some indication of 
the success this project had in communicating its objectives in that direction. Those most involved in planning 
and implementation of work were Dr Andrianova, Dr Hayova, Dr lsikov, Ms Krivomaz and Col. Kovalevskyi. 
Although in general the project ran according to plan, some changes were made in response to local 
consultation, Col. Kovalevskyi's advice being followed, for example, when making approaches to the Ukrainian 
Ministry of Defence. 

Collaboration with similar projects 

During this project's lifetime participants interacted with many other projects and organizations within Ukraine. 
Three, the British Council SEPS project on Environmental Planning for Balaclava (www.ln.com.ua/~veha/), the 
British Council SEPSII project on Environmental Planning for Divichky Military Training Area, and the DEFRA 
project on Sustainable Development of the Crimean South Coast, were awarded to team members of the current 
project. Others (the British Council SEPS project on Coastal Management around Odesa, and the local 
government project Biodiversity of Kam'yanets'-Podil's'kyt) represented interaction with totally independent 
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Actions Taken in Response to Annual Report Reviews 

The reviews of each annual report were discussed in detail with Ukrainian collaborators. Each matter raised in 
those reviews received a response, and in all cases the response was accepted. In the annual report prepared at 
the end of the first year, activities strictly associated with the current project were not clearly separated from 
activities resulting from earlier projects or from projects arising as spin-offs from Darwin Initiative work. This 
resulted in some misunderstandings. In preparing the second annual report, those activities were very clearly 
distinguished and separated, and no further misunderstandings arose. 

Darwin Identity 

Publicizing the Darwin Initiative 

The sections Publications and Materials which can be 
Publicly Accessed and Dissemination of Project 
Information above provide information about books, 
papers, CDs, websites, newspaper and magazine 
articles, exhibitions, and radio and television 
programmes in Ukrainian and English associated with 
this project, all of which cited the Darwin Initiative. In 
many cases, the Darwin Initiative logo also appeared 
prominently. In addition, a poster and pamphlets about 
steppe conservation in eastern Crimea were produced 
and distributed through this project. The Darwin 
Initiative logo was prominent on both of those products. 
Finally, plaques attributing restoration work to this 
project through support by the Darwin Initiative have 
been set up on one building and one well in Opuk 
Nature Reserve in eastern Crimea. 

Understanding of the Darwin Identity in the 
host country 

Darwin Initiative projects have now operated in Ukraine 
more or less continuously for over twelve years. With 
the exception of the so-called "Piontkovsky affair'' 
(mentioned in the section Main Problems and Steps to 
Overcome Them above), all of the Darwin Initiative's 

Three of the publications in which articles 
about this project appeared 

activities in Ukraine have received universally positive publicity. Where the Darwin Initiative is known in Ukraine, 
and, apart from biodiversity scientists and informed sectors of the general public, that includes some politicians, 
some ministries, relevant sections of the military, and the Embassy of Ukraine in London, the fund is highly 
regarded. 

Status of the project within the host country 

Within Ukraine, this project was distinct and had its own clear identity. It did not form part of any larger 
programme. 

Leverage 

Additional funds attracted to biodiversity work associated with the project 

During the lifetime of the project, the following additional funds were attracted to biodiversity work: 

• The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine took over long-term responsibility for the grazing project on 
the Khomutovski Steppe Nature Reserve.

• Dr Hayova and Ms Krivomaz successfully applied for about  worth of funding from the British Council in 
Ukraine for a SEPSII project on Environmental Planning for Divichky Military Training Area .
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Given the pro-west I pro-European Union I pro-NATO character of the recent "orange revolution" in Ukraine, 
other achievements with some chance of enduring over the next few years include: 

• Condition and quality of steppe on reserves associated with this project. At both Opuk and
Khomutovski Steppe Nature Reserves, the condition and quality of steppe has improved as a result of this
project which has been a great stimulant for making reforms. Those improvements will continue in the short
and medium term, but without regular revision of the management plans of those reserves, and without
financial support, it is difficult to guarantee their continued positive effect, for example, ten years from now.

• Condition of capital equipment on those reserves. Opuk and Khomutovski Steppe Nature Reserves both
now have renovated museums / visitors' centres (the Khomutovski Steppe museum was renovated through
an earlier project). Both reserves also have some computer equipment. The Khomutovski Steppe Nature
Reserve has winter accommodation for the horses (also provided through an earlier project), and Opuk
Nature Reserve has repaired wells, shelters and signposts. Their short- and medium-term survival seems
secure, but all of them will need maintaining and, as time goes by, being kept up-to-date, and where the
reserves themselves cannot find the money from core grants, that again will mean long-term funding will
need to be found.

• Seed banks. Prospects for short- and medium-term survival are good, since there the cost for participant
scientists to maintain collections is not great. Long-term survival would mean accommodation at a level
greater than the current basic conditions, and introducing a programme of periodic testing of stored seed
viability, and to increase the collection to cover more of the country's native flora. That would depend on
further and more substantial funding.

• Maintenance of grazing and other management programmes on reserves associated with this project.
The National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine has taken over the funding of the grazing project at
Khomutovski Steppe Nature Reserve and at present seems prepared to support this work for the
foreseeable future.

Without further project support, the future for project staff is not good: the average wage in Ukraine for a scientist 
remains very low and project staff, particularly single parents and those maintaining elderly relatives will find it 
difficult to continue as scientists. The prospect of losing professional systematic mycologists in one of the few 
countries which still has a viable cadre of experts in this poorly-covered discipline is grim. The resources 
delivered through this project will remain in use, as much as possible, by project partners as long as they are 
able to remain active. Having collaborated successfully for more than twelve years, participants in this project 
are highly likely to keep in touch. 

The project's conclusions and outputs have been applied in two major nature reserves and on at least two 
military training areas in Ukraine. There is enormous potential for them to be applied much more widely. 

• Steppe conservation. Any brief search of the internet for grassland conservation in the UK will reveal the
existence of a well-developed network of different learned societies, charities and trusts working together. In
particular, Ukraine has nothing like the National Trust for England & Wales which, for example, owns
something like 40% of our coastline. The absence of an equivalent to this key body, the largest NGO in
Europe, is a hugely significant gap in Ukraine's conservation infrastructure. Earlier discussions with the
British Council in Kiev on this topic evinced the view that Ukraine was far too corrupt for establishment of
such a body to be a practical proposition. More recently a view has been expressed within the British
Council in Kiev that, as a result of the "orange revolution" the political atmosphere in Ukraine may now
change. Partners in the present project are now looking very hard at the possibility of catalytic action to
establish in Ukraine a body like the National Trust. Another area which needs developing is the
establishment of "Friends" organizations for each reserve, in the same sense as exists for bodies such as
the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew. That too will be dauntingly difficult, since Ukraine's poverty and
continuing isolation mean that neither natives of the country with disposable income nor visitors aware of the
reserves in need of support exist in sufficient numbers to make such a venture easy.

• Conservation of military lands. The "orange revolution", Ukraine's current move, politically, towards the
west and, particularly, Ukraine's desire to become closer to NATO all mean further funding of this work
should, at least in theory, become easier. At present it is not clear whether funds could become available
from NATO, or whether Ukraine would be expected to support such work on its own as evidence of its good
intentions ( one senior British army officer with whom this question was discussed expressed the view that
"NATO is a 'big-boys' club' and that, if Ukraine wants to be a member, it should be able to pay its own way'').

Additional funds will be sought to continue steppe conservation and conservation of military lands in Ukraine. 
For British collaborators, this will not be easy, as British politics at present has no great interest in Ukraine in 
general and environmental questions in Ukraine in particular. A classic example of absence of interest occurred 
a couple of years ago, delegates at an event in Balaclava on sustainable development heard a participating 
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Appendix Ill. Publications 

This list is probably not exhaustive, and only contains publications reporting scientific information. It does not 
include publications such as magazine articles which simply provided information about the project itself. In the 
table below, an asterisk (*) indicates publications which were submitted with this report or which were already 
submitted before the report was prepared. 

Type Detail Publishers Available from Cost£ 

Book 36epe>KeHHR Cmenie YKpaiHU K1,fie: 
[ Conservation of Steppes of AK8AeMnepiOAIIIKa 
Ukraine]. remora, B.n.; [Kiev: 
TKaYeHKO, B.C.; BaKapeHKO, fl.n.; Akademperiodika] 
Bo111rt0K, IO.O.; reHoe, An.; 
MocsiKiH, CJI. [Heluta, V.P.; 
Tkachenko, V.S.; Vakarenko, 
LP.; Boityuk, Yu.O.; Genov, AP.; 
Mosyakin, S.L.] [eds], 2002. 164 

DD. 

Book rep6apiu IHcmumymy 5omaHiKu K111ie: IHCTIIITYT 
HAH YKpaiilu [Herbarium of the 6oraHiKIII iM. M.r. 
Institute of Botany, NAS of XonOAHOro [Kiev: 
Ukraine]. Kp1114bKa, n.1.; MOCSIKiH, M.G. Kholodny 
C.fl.; <l>eAOPOHYYK, M.M.; Institute of Botany] 
Weeepa, M.B.; Apana111no, H.M.;
naprnKa, n.R; BipYeHKo, B.M.;
KOHApaTIOK, C.R; 6e3HiC, H.r.;
AYAKa, 1.0.; TIIIXOHeHKO, IO.R;
l.\apeHKO, P.M.; 6op111coea, B.M.;
AapieHKO, T.M.; nemboeaH111111,
O.A.; Cae1114bK111111, B.A. [Krytzka,
LI.; Mosyakin, S.L.;
Fedoronchuk, M.M.; Shevera,
M.V.; Drapaylo, N.M.; Partyka,
L.Ya.; Virchenko, V.M.;
Kondratyuk, S.Ya.; Beznis, N.G.;
Dudka, 1.0.; Tykhonenko, Yu.Ya.;
Tsarenko, P.M.; Borisova, E.V.;
Dariyenko, T.M.; Petlovany, O.A.;
Savitsky, V.D.1

co Mycology in Ukraine, a CD 
Commemorating the XIV lsleworth 
Congress of European 
Mycologists, Katsiveli, Yalta, 
Crimea, 22-27 September 2003. 
Minter, D.W. [ed.], 2003 

co 

Georgian Fungi. Gvritishvili, M.N.; lsleworth 
Hayova, V.P.; Krivomaz, T.I.; 
Minter, D.W., 2003 

CD Vorontsov's Who's Who in 
Biodiversity Sciences. 
Andrianova, T.V.; 
Bakloushinskaya, I.Yu.; 
Lyapunova, EA; Minter, O.W. 
[eds], 2003. 10206 HTML-format 
pages 
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Paper /Ml Descriptions of Fungi and 
Bacteria. Set 156. Bogomolova, 
E.V.; Minter, O.W., 2003. 26 pp.

Paper Phaeococcomyces chersonesos, 
a new microcolonial lithobiontic 
fungus from marble in 
Chersonesus (Crimea, Ukraine). 
Bogomolova, E.V.; Minter, O.W., 
2003. Mycotaxon 86: 195-204. 

Book XIV GEM Abstracts. XIV 
Congress of European 
Mycologists, Yalta, Crimea, 
Ukraine, 22-27 September 2003. 
Andrianova, T.V.; Minter, O.W. 
[eds], 2003. 130 pp/ 

Paper /Ml Descriptions of Fungi and 
Bacteria. Set 159. Andrianova, 
T.V.; Minter, O.W., 2004. 30 pp.

Book WnRXU f Hmeepal.(il' npupooo-
oxopoHHOl ma OceimHbO-
BuxoaHol,aiRnbHOcmi [Steps to 
Integrate Nature Conservation 
and Environmental Education]. 
6a111paK, O.M. [Bairak, O.M] (ed.], 
2004. 144 pp. 

Book 5iopi3HOMaHimmR KaMRHLJ,R-
noainbcKoeo nonepeoHiu 
Kpumul./HUU f HaeHmapu3al(iuHuu 
KoHcneKm PocnuH rpu6ia i 
TaapuH [Biodiversity of 
Kam'yanets'-Podil's'kyi: 
Preliminary Critical lnventorization 
Checklist of Plants, Fungi and 
Animals]. Karano, A.A.; Weeepa, 
M.B.; JleeaHe4, A.A. [Kagalo,
A.A.; Shevera, M.V.; Levanets,
A.A.] [eds], 2004. 179 DD.

CABI Publishing: 
Wallingford 

Mycotaxon 

ST DRUK: Kiev 

GABI Publishing: 
Wallingford 

nomaea: BepcrKa 
[Poltava: Verstka] 

Jlbeie: Jlira-npec 
[L'viv: Liga Press] 

ISSN 0009-9716 CASI 
Publishing, CAB 
International, Wallingford, 
Oxon, OX10 BOE, UK 

available only 
through 
subscription to 
the series 

In addition to the paper publications and CDs listed in the table above, the following websites (all newly 
established during this project) publish scientific information germane to this project: Electronic Distribution Maps 
of Ukrainian Fungi (www.cybertruffle.orq.uk/ukramaps); Cyberliber, an Electronic Library for Mycology 
(www.cybertruffle.org.uk/cyberliber); Cybertruffle's Fungal Valhalla [portraits, biographies and other information 
about dead mycologists] (www.cybertruffle.orq.uk/valhalla); Red Lists for Microfungi [part of the IUCN Sampled 
Red List Index project] (www.cybertruffle.orq.uk/iucn red list); Ascomycete Conservation [the specialist group 
promoting conservation of ascomycetes] (www.cybertruffle.org.uk/ascos); Rust & Smut Conservation [the 
specialist group promoting conservation of rusts & smuts) (www.cybertruffle.org.uk/rustsmut); Mildew, Mould & 
Myxomycete Conservation [the specialist group promoting conservation of mildew, mould and myxomycetes] 
(www.cybertruffle.org.uk/moulds); Lists of Potentially Rare, Endangered or Under-recorded Fungi in Ukraine 
(www.cybertruffle.org.uk/redlists); Maps Showing Recording Coverage in Ukraine of Higher Fungal Ranks 
(www.cybertruffle.orq.uk/lists); European Mycological Association (www.euromould.org); Electronic Distribution 
Maps of Georgian Fungi (www.cybertruffle.org.uk/gruzmaps); 5aHKU HaciHHR ,auKopocnux PocnuH YKpalHu 
[Seed Bank of Native Ukrainian Plants] (http://ln.com.ual--divers/) [language of site is Ukrainian]; Khomutovski 
Steppe Nature Reserve [3anoeidHUK "XoMymoacbKUU Cmen"] (www.cybertruffle.org.uk/khomstep) [languages of 
site are English and Ukrainian]; Crimean Backpackers (www.crimean-backpackers.org). 
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Appendix IV. Darwin contacts 

0
Project Title Recovering Ukraine's Lost Steppe - a Unique Opportunity 

Ref. No. 162/11/026 

UK Leader Details 

Name Dr David W. Minter 

Role within Darwin Project 

Address 

Phone 

Project Leader 

 

Fax 

Email 

Other UK Contact (if relevant) 

Name 

Role within Darwin Project 

Address 

Phone 

Fax 

Email 

Partner 1 

Name Ms Tatiana I. Krivomaz 

Organisation Master Consulting 

Role within Darwin Project Ukrainian Collaborator 

Address 

Fax 

Email 

Partner 2 (if relevant) 

Name Dr Vladimir P. lsikov 

Organisation Nikita Botanic Garden 

Role within Darwin Project Ukrainian Collaborator 

Address 

Fax 

Email 
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